Casting is completed for "500½ Days Tragedy," melodrama

It was announced this afternoon by Dean of the School of Drama, Merle Mountz, that the production has been completed next week for the 1949-50 Tragedy which will be presented sometime in April. The plot revolves around a group of ten young men

At Bakersfield College, "Mardi Gras" Carnival scheduled for Friday

JACK ANDREWS, ASUC PRESIDENT, WILL SPEAK HERE WEDNESDAY

Arrangements have been made for the appearance of Jack Andrews, ASUC president, at the University of California, Bakersfield, on Wednesday,

CHOIR TO SING FOR S.A.

The Music Department of Bakersfield College will sing with S.A. on April 26.

the New cobblesstone tweed slacks with S.A.

$10.95

HARRY COFFEE'S

BAKERSFIELD FRESCO

'BUNT BRICKLE' ICE CREAM

April Featured Product of Your Sports Broadcasting Friends

PEACOCK DAIRIES, INC.

BAKERSFIELD TATF, WATCO
FOR several days, the theme of the Westover Homecoming was "Old Mustaches vs. New Salt." It was decided that, since the Homecoming theme was "old," it was fitting to have the students wear mustaches. Mrs. Ingles, the head of the Homecoming committee, agreed with this idea.

The idea was made popular by the movie "The Greatest Show on Earth," which was shown at the movie theater. The students were encouraged to wear mustaches, and many of them did.

The Homecoming dance was held on Wednesday, and there were many students who wore mustaches. The dance was a great success, and many students enjoyed the party.

At the end of the night, the Homecoming committee decided to extend the idea of mustaches to the rest of the school. They announced that students could wear mustaches in school for the rest of the week.

The idea of mustaches was a popular one, and many students enjoyed wearing them. The Homecoming committee was pleased with the response, and they continued to encourage the students to wear mustaches.

The mustaches were a symbol of the Homecoming theme, and they helped to create a sense of unity among the students. The students were proud to wear mustaches, and they were happy to be a part of the Homecoming celebration.

Overall, the Homecoming week was a great success, and the mustaches were a popular addition to the celebration. The students enjoyed wearing them, and they were proud to be a part of the Homecoming tradition. The Homecoming committee was pleased with the response, and they continued to encourage the students to wear mustaches throughout the week.
For Goodness, for Flavor
For Food That You'll Favor
Come Out To
WAYNE'S DAIRY DRIVE-IN
4050 Chestnut Fifth and Chester

WHAT'S NEW ON THE MENU

What is going on among the teachers at ye old BC

If you can figure this out, read it!

This is a trick. It is not an advertisement, but because you believe that it is, I have thrown it in. It is so cast
in the form of a question that you may find it difficult to
answer, but the answer is: I have no idea. It is not
because you do not know, but because you do not care.
You can call it whatever you want to call it. It is not a
barber shop, or a restaurant, or a store. It is not a trick at
all. It is a message from me to you, and from you to me.

Rac banned by critics in Boston

Paul! Latest report from Boston is that the critics are
banning the new play, "Rac," at the new, modern theatre
that has opened, and has been playing, for the past
week. The recent performances have been so bad, and
the plays have been so much alike, that the critics have
banned the play, and have taken to calling it "Rac.

ARROW WHITES

For Easter 3.65

LIVE SHMOS FOR SALE

Those Unforgettable Little Pets

Why is there an April Fool's day?
You tell us, can't dodge it to it

WHATTIES

the famous breakfast food of the
1001 Knights cast

Rodeo to be held in Griffith park

Tistik & Co. students were
surprised when they found that
our dear old college newspaper
is, much to the elation of the
students, now a weekly.

The idea was conceived by a
group of students who felt that
the newspaper should be more
close to the students. The first
issue will be published on April
1st, and will be available to the
students at the usual place of
sale.
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WURTELE CHUCKS NO-HITTER DIEGOANS

After effort declares "Hitler is hanging wallpaper in library"

Winning hit in one of the San Diego Padres was a score of 7-1. Russell Lovejoy, coach of the Padres, was scheduled for a game against the New Jersey Herrain's this week. The game was postponed due to rain. The Padres are currently leading the National League with a record of 20-8. Lovejoy said he was pleased with the win, stating, "It was a close game, but we played well enough to win."

Compton Players Sign

Pineapple tavern underway: Pat K pays $24 at Anka

Sports Scrubblings

While menning through the files of the colorful pages yesterday, I noticed a list of the players on the Compton Players Sign. The list included names such as Lovejoy, Roper, and Schmidt. It seems that the Compton Players are gearing up for a big game. Lovejoy mentioned that the team is in good shape and ready to go. He said, "We've been practicing hard and we're confident we can win."
The child was taught the meaning of Easter

Club booths are well under way for Fidalgo

Field trips taken by science classes

New cabinets are completed for BC

Lee-Hillcup engagement told

Cabinets ready for Fidalgo

Campus favorite comes out as...
BC welcomes Santa Monica teams Saturday

Tommorow's sked includes track, tennis, baseball, and swimming.

SPORTS Scribblings

By JAMES REYNOLDS, BC Sports Editor

After last week's April Fool duel (1) it's somewhat a relief to be back in the business of sports again, even if we're kidding. Anyway, it was a lighthearted and fun filled bit of fun, and there will be no more for some time...

White, Priddy set records as BC wins Kern Relays

Corsairs, East LA, BC 'Gades in 3-way spikefest

Netsmen in league match with Santa Monica tomorrow

By BILL SIMMONS, BC Sports Editor

When Jerry Dowdell called the Santa Monica College basketball team to the defense, the Corsairs were unable to go over to the攻位chemistry of the game, which resulted in a 97-62 defeat.

Three rookies to represent school at conference tournament

'Gades trample Visalia; Brown hurl victory

Students meet at Roe's

ARDEN Flavor Fresh
FREE WINNERS ICE CREAM

Students present Easter program

SPORT SHIRTS
Exclusive Patterns

HARRISON'S
1018 Ninth Street

This Easter Look Your Best in Clothes From
HARRY COFFEE
New Pastel Dress Shirts For EASTER
$3.95

SPORT SHIRTS
Exclusive Patterns

HARRY COFFEE
BAKERSFIELD
FRESNO

Sargent men in Fresno battle tonight

By JIM RODRIGUEZ, BC Sports Reporter

With a combination of two people, Penticton was one of the few teams in the history of the county to win a match on Saturday. But the home team had another chance to make an impact and that's the way it turned out.

At Bakersfield College today there will be a break in the regular season's schedule and the start of the conference tournament.
'001' is musical comedy of year

Robesy to teach course on
social etiquette during fourth period on Wednesdays

Let's get to know our faculty
by Ann Heuberg

It was a 1900 book, with a
lot of Dorset material in it, but
no one knows how it got here.
That's why it's in a special
section of the library.

An optimist in spite of himself

The report on a special course in
drama given at the University of
California that will be offered
to students in the fall.

It's a gift IF it comes from

Brooklyn

MOTHER'S DAY
MAY 8

Buy her Gift From
Her Store

STUDENTS Headquarters
for All Wearing Apparel

weill's
DEPARTMENT STORE

BUTTER-BRICKLE ICE CREAM
April F&ed Product of Your
Sports Broadcasting Friends

PEACOCK DAIRIES, INC.
BAKERSFIELD - TAPS - WASCO

Prepare NOW for
Warm Weather

HARRY COFFEE
OUTFITTERS
FOR MEN, WOMEN
AND BOYS
A SPECIAL OFFER TO THE GRADUATING CLASS...JUNE '49

You May Be Accepted for an Early U.S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Training Class

If you are a college graduate, married or single, between the ages of 19 and 25, you may be eligible for an early training slot in a U.S. Air Force Aviation Cadet Training Class. This early acceptance is available at the discretion of the Air Force, and students who are accepted will begin their training as early as January 1949.

Win your wings and then start a career with a future...

College men are today's heroes of the U.S. Air Force. With new and complex aircraft and equipment being developed, scientific research becomes more and more important, increasing the need for college-trained men.

As a college graduate you will have an unlimited future in aviation fields of personnel management, operations, material supply, research and development. It's a year of training, flying and line work for a hand-picked top-flight team of Americans. Upon assignment to an Aviation Cadet class you will be assigned to one of the U.S. Air Force bases in Texas for the world's finest aviation training.

Here you will receive about 170 hours of flying time on the Texas T-6A trainer plus an extensive course in aviation education and executive training! Navigation, radio, weather, radio and radio navigation are some of the subjects you will take.

During this training period you'll feel plenty of hard work to keep your interest up! But the best athletic facilities are available. Upon completion of training, you will give your air force offcer and receive a Reserve commission as an officer in the U.S. Air Force. Outstanding grades mean Regular commission upon graduation.

OFFICER CANDIDATE SCHOOL FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES

If you can meet the high standards required of candidates for Officer Training, here's a real future for you in the U.S. Air Force! If you have the following characteristics — intelligence, alertness, energy and readiness to work — you should apply. You must be a college graduate with at least a B average in college.

The program involves an intensive course in military science, general education and physical conditioning. Upon completion of the program, you will be commissioned as a second lieutenant in the U.S. Air Force.
Does death ride in your driver's seat?

By CLAIR HULL, Managing Editor

Some thoughts of the United States are trying to say that we are fighting a war in a car. They are trying to say that we are fighting a war in a car. They are trying to say that we are fighting a war in a car.

Botany classes take field trip to Kern canyon

The botany classes will take a field trip to Kern canyon on Monday. The trip will be sponsored by the biology department.

‘FBI’ is new organization for Bakersfield ‘fat fellows’

The FBI is a new organization for Bakersfield ‘fat fellows.’ The FBI was formed by Dr. John Allen, a local physician.

Let's get to know our faculty

Dr. John Allen, a well-known local physician, will be introduced to the students on Monday. He will be introduced to the students on Monday.

Pickups

Virginia Unruh places second in Kern county artists

Virginia Unruh places second in Kern county artists.

Final examination schedule released

Final examination schedule released.

Mother-Daughter tea is success

Mother-Daughter tea is success.

BC students attend WAA Play Day at San Luis Obispo College

BC students attend WAA Play Day at San Luis Obispo College.
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Spikemen hit road for two weekend events

El Camino entries favored over El Camino men

After two successive defeats at the hands of the Santa Monica Corsairs, the Renegades will go on the road for a meet with El Camino this afternoon. Tomorrow afternoon, an inter-squad meet will be held in San Luis Obispo for the Poly Robins.

El Camino is still looking for its first conference victory of the season and doesn't figure to get it at the expense of the local squad. Christensen's boys will not be at their best for the meet, but they anticipate little difficulty in disposing of the locals.

John Wise, who missed his start in the meet against Poly State, will be withheld from competition for the meet in order to strengthen his health. Bob Thompson, who appeared on the field in a recent meet and the dance at Santa Monica, has been declared out.

The nine-man squad that will go to Cal Poly tomorrow will be composed of Bill Floren and Gordon Wise in the fullback's slot, George McBeth and Stan Wait in the ends and John Wise, Bob Lewis, and Bob Wise. The relay team will consist of Bob Wise, Bill Floren, and Wally Wise and are expected to place first in both the half-mile and full mile.

Johnny Milos, who failed to score a single touch from the line of scrimmage, added one more to his report of inactivity with an injury in practice.

El Camino's prospects in the final round of the conference meet are entirely dependent on the health of Bob Lewis who has been out of competition for over a month.

Santa Monica hosts another large crowd

This year's bell-ringer conference meet will be held at Santa Monica May 5, with the Renegades enjoying a home victory. The meet is to be an afternoon and evening affair. The program will be well-balanced, and the final getting underway at 6 p.m.

All five of the conference teams will be represented in a big meet. Santa Monica, San Diego, and Los Angeles Junior College will be on hand for the meet. Poly State and El Camino will be on the second choice.

Musical Instruments

REGENCY BIR—Friday, April 29, 1949

MOTHER'S DAY

MAY 8
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April Featured Product of Your Sports Broadcasting Friends

SPORTS Scribbles

BY EDWARD RICHARDS, Big Sports Editor

Add one more to the list of things that we should all do instead of do but. What with the Indians opening their home schedule Wednesday, a large crowd should pack the stadium to "Take Me Out to the Ball Game" and flip the books with knowledge of how soon it would have been.

Paul Roebuck, the Renegades' unsung star, has been featured by the local newspapers this week. Tribe to five restricted him twice, but, in contrast, the local press gave him "special emphasis" in the home opener.

Thompson's record 440 paces BC

Spikemen in triangular victory

BY SID MAKOKEN, Big Sports Reporter

Alex Thompson set a new school record in the 440 as he led the Renegades to a meet at Santa Monica last week. Thompson blasted around the track in 4:31.8 to break the record of 43.7 set by Art Johnson in 1940.

Although the Gades gained revenge over the Corsairs by winning the triangular meet, they again were defeated in their dual meet with Santa Monica. Los Angeles Junior College's star found the Renegades on top with Bill Wise and Bob Wise next in line. Thompson finished the record of 31.25 set by Art Johnson in 1940.

The BC squad won seven of the 15 events with Thompson scoring, the only dual victory of the meet. Thompson scored in the 100, 220, and 440. Bob Wise added the winning victory in the 880-yard run on his amazing 2:00.50.

The final score was 17-9, with BC leading 10-4 in the first meet. Thompson turned the score for the second time in his career, the score being 2:00.50.

The result:

1. Bob Wise (BC) 2:00.50
2. Bob Wise (BC) 2:02.40
3. John Wise (SM) 2:08.00
4. Alex Thompson 2:10.00

The BC squad will now turn their attention to Santa Monica next week. Thompson, Walter, and Wise are expected to score for BC in the meet.

Sellers!

SALE -- SALE -- SALE!

YES, STUDENTS, fress now until school is out. Rid the store for such pieces as over, cut, drj, and mixing meals.

ED STANLEY

P. S. Did you hear that I won the door prize at the 1001 Knights party?